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PANEL SUMMARY - MIDDLE EAST WEALTH MANAGEMENT FORUM 2019

What Challenges do 
Wealthy Families in the 
Middle East Face Today?
Expert panellists on matters of family wealth and 
transition assembled at the Hubbis Middle East Wealth 
Management Forum to mine down into current issues 
of concern for high-net-worth (HNW) families in 
the region. They surveyed the challenges to wealth 
preservation, including staying on the right side of the 
mercurial local and global tax regulations, investing 
smartly and compliantly, fears over loss of privacy, 
and the relative benefits of onshore structuring in the 
UAE versus the traditional offshore routes, and how to 
smoothly transition wealth to the younger generations. 

These were the topics discussed:

  How do wealthy families try to engage the next generation regarding the 
handling of family wealth and assets?

  Is privacy a focus of discussion for this region today?
  What are the tax developments that affect wealthy clients in GCC today?
  How are the local tax frameworks developing?
  Does this force clients to think more about reporting and consequences?
  What is the role of regional and international financial centres today?
  How are reporting obligations - both globally and locally - developing 

and to what extent are they relevant to clients in GCC?
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THE KEY TAKEAWAYS 

Wealthy investors fearful of new tax legislation
Many clients have multiple investments, businesses and assets all over the world, putting them at the 

behest of multiple tax jurisdictions and compliance regimes. It is therefore of the utmost importance that 

clients understand those ever-evolving requirements and to structure and comply accordingly. There is no 

room for irresponsibility, as there are greater ramifications than ever.

Transparency leads to lack of privacy
There has been a great push in recent years to crack down on assets and tax evasion and to increase 

transparency. Unfortunately, with that transparency comes an erosion of privacy, which leads to genuine 

concerns for clients. 

Family wealth preservation is a delicate balancing act
Wealthy clients fear losing control of the wealth they and their families have worked so hard to build up. 

The younger generation should be encouraged to maintain that entrepreneurial spirit rather than take the 

attitude of passive entitlement. 

Onshore is the new favourite
There have been and still are many positive developments taking place in the UAE in particular and further 

afield in the GCC that will allow wealth managers to organise more of the Middle East and North Africa 

(MENA) clients' structures onshore. Most of the wealth in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) is not currently 

structured and much is due for inter-generational transfer, providing a great opportunity for wealth 

management and other firms operating in the region. 

The UAE is reinforcing its growing role as the financial centre for MENA
The UAE is becoming more professional, better regulated and offers a broader range of advisory, financial 

and ancillary services than ever before, and is cementing its role as the financial and structuring hub for 

surrounding countries to service the massive and growing wealth. 
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PANELLISTS COMMENCED THE DISCUSSION by 
looking at the role of investment advisers 
and family offices in helping wealthy 
families navigate the murky waters 

of tax compliance. “People are terrified of the 
retrospective consequences of not facing their 
obligations,” began an expert, “and we need to 
explain how to balance using both offshore and 
domestic structuring for wealthy families.”
     Many clients have multiple investments, 
businesses, assets and bank accounts all over the 
world, putting them at the behest of multiple tax 
jurisdictions and compliance regimes. It is therefore 
of the utmost importance that clients understand 
and comply with the ever-evolving requirements.

Nowhere to hide from tax compliance
The implications of non-compliance are far-
reaching, impacting upon future financial 
planning and client reputation. “They risk being 
struck with enormous fines and ending up on the 
front cover of a newspaper,” a delegate warned. 
     “What are the main challenges that wealthy 
families in this region face?” a panel member 
enquired. “The world is changing so fast, and with 
it the tax laws,” an expert explained. “Typically, 
most wealthy families have multinational assets 
and are not aware of the compliance requirements 
in different jurisdictions. They are also unaware 
of the criminal consequences of non-compliance.”
     Indeed, with the advent of the Common 
Reporting Standard, the days of ignoring 
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compliance responsibilities are numbered for 
clients on a global scale. There is nowhere to 
hide. “Frankly, we will be seeing more and more 
prosecutions as time goes on,” an attendee 
warned. And the likelihood is that the authorities 
will makes examples of some of those wrongdoers 
with large-scale wealth. 
     Clients may not be intentionally dishonest, but 
they often have little understanding of the many 
global tax provisions that exist. “A typical client 
may be an older gentleman living in the UAE,” said 
one expert, “who assumes he has no tax reporting 
to consider or any tax to pay elsewhere, that he is 
exempt because he is in the UAE.” 
     Of course, this is not always the case.  Clients 
are often multinational in their assets and 
businesses, so are primed to consider tax 
compliance. There has been a fundamental shift 
from clients considering how to stay under the 
radar and avoid tax towards asking how they can 
become tax compliant. 

The risks of loss of privacy
Panellists then moved to ponder the issues 
surrounding client privacy. There has been 
a great push in recent years to crack down 
on tax evasion and increase transparency. 
Unfortunately, with that transparency comes a 
lack of privacy. 
     “Has the balance tipped too far towards 
transparency?” a guest asked. “The measures 
intended to reduce tax evasion have led to 
private wealth becoming less private,” a delegate 
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responded. “For wealthy families, this is a 
genuine concern, with clients worrying about 
kidnapping risks and forced repatriation among 
other issues. In the UAE, privacy is highly 
regarded, however if we look at the measures 
being introduced in the EU, these transparency 
demands are only going to become more 
prevalent here too.” 

Family wealth needs careful handling
When having conversations with clients about 
legacy matters, or the transfer of wealth to the 
next generation, the biggest concern clients have 
is losing control, panellists reported. Usually, 
discussions are kept at the patriarch or founder 
level, leaving the younger generations in the 
dark, and therefore, unfortunately, leaving them 
feeling detached. 
     For effective legacy planning, the second 
generation should be involved. “Have joint 
meetings, get them interested, clarify the 
objectives,” a guest advised. “Educate them about 
optimum structures and jurisdictions.” Building 
engagement will, hopefully, build responsibility 
and a more professional attitude to wealth, even 
though the younger generations might only 
inherit, rather than build themselves. 
     Indeed, panellists suggested that engaging 
the new generation in their family wealth also 
helps lead to a smooth efficient transition to 
controlling that wealth. This breeds entrepreneurs 
within your family who engage themselves, 

become entrepreneurial and carry on the family 
legacy. Conversely, transferring wealth without 
engagement can result in the younger generations 
simply enjoying those assets, that wealth, rather 
than helping build further. 

Onshore is a new magnet
One positive change described by an attendee is 
that in the past, the focus for advisers has always 
been offshore assets and offshore structures. 
“Onshore has always been more difficult,” a 
delegate reported, “we could guide, maybe tinker 
a little on the edge, but, as we speak, the transition 
is happening that allows us to create structures for 
the vast bulk of MENA clients onshore.” 

Source: Middle East In Asian Wealth Management Forum 2019
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 “WE COULD GUIDE, MAYBE 
TINKER A LITTLE ON THE 

EDGE, BUT, AS WE SPEAK, THE 
TRANSITION IS HAPPENING 

THAT ALLOWS US TO CREATE 
STRUCTURES FOR THE VAST BULK 

OF MENA CLIENTS ONSHORE.”   

     This change will provide gainful employment 
and a further economic boost to the region 
because it is a developing area that will further 
enhance the reputation and reach of the local 
wealth management industry. “Ninety-percent 
of the GCC onshore wealth is not currently 
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structured but is due for a generational transfer,” 
a delegate reported. “There is your opportunity.”

The UAE’s growing reputation as a 
regional financial centre
“Singapore is seen by many as an important 
regional and global financial centre. What is 
the relative value proposition of the Dubai 
International Financial Centre in the UAE?” 
queried one panellist.  
     “Singapore, together with Hong Kong is the 
financial epicentre of that part of Asia,” a guest 
explained. “For the large part of the world 
that surrounds the UAE, we have gone from 
ground zero in terms of regulation to arriving 
as a financial centre. The sky is the limit, it is 
a financial and structuring hub to service the 
massive wealth here.”
       A delegate noted that the UAE offers foreign 
clients the regulatory environment, the structures, 
the compliance, oversight and general substance 
that is needed for structuring, going forward. 
Proximity to the surrounding MENA countries will 
also be a factor as people in the region will gravitate 
to nearby expertise and sophisticated solutions.
     To conclude the discussion, panellists considered 
some practical measures that advisers could 
implement. “Keep clients looking to the future,” 
a guest urged. “Have broad conversations about 
their needs, objectives and family.” Consequently, 
advisers can help keep wealthy families on track 
with their obligations as well as structuring their 
wealth in an efficient, effective way. 
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